*Nerve Cells and Animal Behaviour* is an interesting short book that aims to introduce lecturers to neurophysiology using some vertebrate examples and some invertebrate examples (although from a phylogenetics point of view, it would rather be more correct to say the examples describe vertebrates, ecdysozoa, and few lophotrochozoa).

The book begins with a short introduction of key neuroscience concepts such as how a neuron generates action potential or how to define an interneuron. This introduction is easy to read and makes the book accessible to anyone with at least a basic understanding of biology who wants to be introduced to neuroethology. The next seven chapters describe in detail several well-studied behaviors. The first chapter, for instance, describes the toad and cockroach case as a predator and prey example and relates how neurophysiology is involved. The authors begin by explaining how the toad sees the prey, how it is able to project his tongue to catch the cockroach, and how the cockroach reacts. Each step is described in terms of the type and function of the involved neurons, which generates a better understanding of the biology behind such behaviors.

Later on, in the fifth chapter, the authors describe the eyes and the vision of insects. In this chapter, one can learn about compound eyes, how photoreceptors function, how the signal is processed in the brain, and finally how the insect will respond. Other chapters feature the startle behaviors in crayfish and fish and the sensory maps used by hunting bats and owls as well as how the nervous system generates and control rhythmic movements, how bees and rats learn to change behavior, and how crickets and birds generate songs.

All the chapters are well-written and easy to understand. The only possible problem with this book is that the layout could have been improved; for example, the authors might have included better illustrations. It is, however, truly wonderful that each chapter begins with general observations of animal behavior, which are then reformulated by Peter Simmons and David Young into more scientific questions. The authors subsequently use the details of the neuronal mechanisms to explain the observed behaviour. By doing so, they describe some key experimental results that introduce the lecturer to the development and progression of modern neurophysiology. For these reasons, *Nerve Cells and Animal Behaviour* is a great introduction to behavioral science.
